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0. INTRODUCTION 
Godet-Thobie and Pham The Lai have given an algebraic embedding of 
the set .X(X) of all closed convex bounded nonemptyzbsets of a locally 
convex topological vector space X in a vector space ,X(X), and they have 
shown how one can endow the latter naturally with a locally convex 
topological structure. In this way they generalized the Minkowski- 
Ridstrom-Hiirmander theorem. Urbanski has extended this construction to 
the case of an arbitrary topological vector space. 
In this paper we shallbe concerned with the completeness of Z(X) (con- 
sidered as a part of ,X(X)) and of certain parts of it. We shall present three 
results for this purpose. 
1. THE SPACE OF THE NONEMPTY CLOSED SUBSETS OF A UNIFORM SPACE 
Notations. If (X, %) is a uniform space, we shall denote by e(X) the set 
of all closed nonempty subsets of X, while the set of those elements of V(X) 
which are totally bounded will be denoted by FSJO(X); i, is the canonical 
mapping x + w of X to S’(X). If V, W are two parts of Xx X, and A t X, 
then Vo W= ((x,y)~XxX13z: (X,Z)E I/ and (z,y)~ W}, V(A)= 
(xeX(3a: aeA and (a,x)E V} and V-l= {(~,x)~XxXl(x,y)~ V}. 
If 53 is a base for the uniformity % on X, then the surroundings 
Y* = {(A, B) E %?(X)‘( A c V(B) and B c V(A)} ( VE 8) constitute a 
base S3* for a Hausdorff uniformity a!* on U(X) not depending on the 
base SY of %. In the sequel S(X) will always be supposed endowed with this 
uniformity and the corresponding topology. It is easily seen that 
i,: X + V(X) is uniformly continuous and closed, and e(X) is metrizable if 
and only if X is semimetrizable. 
This section is chiefly devoted to two basic completeness criterions, the 
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first of which is due to Hahn (cf. Kuratowski 161). The second one is a 
wide generalization of Blaschke theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Zf (X, ?!Y) is semimetrizable and complete, then 
(Q?(X), %*) is metrizable and complete. 
Proof: One can construct inductively a countable base ( V, 1 n E N,,} for 
the uniformity Q such that V,y’ = V,, V, + 1 0 V, + 1 c V, (n E N,). Let us 
consider a Cauchy sequence (Ai)ia, of V(X). Replacing it by a subsequence 
if necessary, we may further suppose 
(Ai, Ai) E vi* whenever j B i 2 1. 
We show that the closed set B= nkb i(Uiak Ai) -is not empty and is the 
limit of (A,)ia 1. Indeed, on the one hand, Bc(Ui.iAj)-c(Vi(Ai))-c 
(VioVi)(Ai)c V,_,(A,) (i>l). We prove on the other hand that 
Ai c Vi_ J B) (i > 3). For any a E Ai we may construct inductively a 
sequence (x~)~>~ of X such that xO=a, x~EA~+~, (x~,.~,x~)EV~+~ 
(k&O). Consequently (x,,x$)E Vrfip,o ... 0 V,+,c V,T+r-l (r>saO), so 
(Xkhf.0 is a Cauchy sequence and has a limit YE B. Moreover 
(~,,a)=(x,,x~)~V~~~(r>l), thus (Yra)EV,_loVi-,CVi~2. From this 
follows that B is not empty and (Ai, B) E Vi*_, (i> 3), whence the con- 
clusion. 1 
DEFINITION. A uniform space (X, @) is called pseudo-complete if every 
closed totally bounded subset of X is compact. 
Obviously, every complete uniform space is pseudo-complete, and every 
pseudo-complete uniform space is sequentially complete. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Zf (I, 42) is compact, then so is (g(X), @*). 
ProoJ First, we prove that (q(X), %*) is complete. Let us consider a 
Cauchy filter B on S’(X). The subset A = nFE & (JF) - of X is not empty 
because of the compactness of X and we are going to show that A is a limit 
of 9. Given any VE 4 there is WE 4! such that W-’ = W, Wo WC V, and 
then GE 9 such that G x G c W*. 
For every C, C’ E G one has Cc W(C’) and C’ c W(C), thus 
A c (UG) -c W(C) -c ( Wo W)(C) c V(C). Furthermore, for every c E C 
and FEN there is DeFnG, whence Cc W(D) and W({c})n(UF)#@. 
From the compactness of X we get 
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hence CE(WO W)(A)c V(A), Cc V(A). It follows that Gc V*({A)), so 
4 converges to A. 
It now remains to prove that (U(X), %*) is totally bounded. Given any 
VE Q, there is a WE % such that W- ’ = W, W 0 W c V, and then a finite 
subset F of X such that X= W(F). Let G be the finite subset 
{Al@#AcF} of W(X). For any CE%?(X) let H=Fn W(C). It is 
straightforward that A c W(C) -c V(C) and C c W(H) c V(R), whence 
HZ 0, BEG, CE V*(G). 1 
Remark. Looking at the proof of Proposition 1.2, one might wonder 
whether, supposing (X, %) compact, for any filter 9 on (U(X), %*), 
A=r) FE J IJF) - is a cluster point of 9. This does not hold, for instance, if 
9 is the filter with base { {m, (r7} }, and x 4 (y): the only cluster points 
of 9 are then m and (y), while A =m. It can be proved though that 
A is the union of all cluster points of 9. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If (X, 4%) is pseudo-complete hen T-W,(X) is pseudo- 
complete as a subspace of W(X). 
Proof: Let us consider a closed totally bounded subset B of Tao(X). 
The subset UB of X is totally bounded; for if V E a, then there are WE 42 
such that W o WC V, next C, ,..., C, E B such that Bc W*( { C, ,..., C,}) and 
then, for 1~ ibn, a finite part Fi of Cj such that Cjc W(F,); hence 
UB c W(Uy,, Ci) c ( W 0 W)(iJ:, I Fi) c V(Ur,, Fi). Consequently (UB) - 
is compact and by Proposition 1.2 the closed subset B of $?(( UB) -) is com- 
pact too. 1 
2. THE SPACE OF THE NONEMPTY CLOSED BOUNDED CONVEX SUBSETS 
OF A TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACE 
In what follows, X will be a real topological vector space. 
Notations. Let x(X) denote the set of all nonempty closed bounded 
convex subsets of X, and let sa(X) =*x(X) n F8,JX). For every 
A,BEx(X)and1E[O,+co[wewriteA+B=A+B,I*A=n. 
The two binary operations 7: x(X)2+X(X), ?: [O, + co[ x 
,X(X) -F(X) define an abstract convex cone structure on .X(X), i.e., 
(,X(X), + ) is a commutative semigroup such that for all 2, /J E [0, + rrc [, 
A, BE x(X): 
l*A=A,~r(y*A)=(~~)*A,;l)(A ;B)=(i?4; (A%%), 
(;1+~)?4=(2~A); (/?A). 
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CANCELLATION LAW 2.1. If A, B, C are three nonempty subsets of X 
such that B is bounded and C is convex, then 
A+Bc(C+B)-*AcC. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The semigroup (,X(X), $ ) satisfies the cancellation 
law. 
For these two last results; cf. Urbanski [8]. Now a standard algebraic 
construction (cf. Ridstrom [7]) leads to 
THEOREM 2.3. There exist a real vector space (x7X), $, * ) and an 
embedding h: x(X) -+ x3) such that 
h(ArA)=lFh(A), h(A $ B)=h(A) -c h(B) (I-E [0, +co[, A, BEG) 
and h(x(X)) spans Zp). 
In what follows we shall identify ,X(X) with h(x(X)), and the difference 
operation in x?) will be denoted by *. So x(X) is a pointed convex 
cone in x?) such that ,X(X) * ,X(X)=x?). Obviously every sub- 
abstract convex cone d of x(X) can be embedded in the same way in the 
real vector space J? = & + 8. 
3. TOPOLOGIES ON ~6%) AND F%(X) 
DEFINITIONS. A vector uniformity on a real vector space (X, + , . ) is a 
uniformity on X such that the mapping + : X2 + X is uniformly continuous 
and the mapping .: R x X+ X is continuous. A subset A of X is star-shaped 
on 0 if 2 agA whenever 2~ [0, l] and aEA. 
Every vector topology F on X is induced by a unique vector unifor- 
mity & on X. If g is a local basis for Y-, then a base for % is given by the 
surroundings {(x, y) E X2 1 x - y E U} on X ( UE B). The corresponding 
uniformity %* on W(X) yields a uniformity %*’ on its subset ,X(X). 
Nevertheless there is not always a uniformity &’ on x3) such that 
(x(X), a*‘) be a subspace of (x2), @) (though it is so in locally convex 
spaces, cf. Lemma 3.3 hereafter). 
Following an idea of Urbanski [8], if d is a pointed convex subco%e of 
X(X) 2nd UE& we set ~[U]={(A,B)E~‘~~C,DE~: AcB+ C, 
Bc A + D, Cc U, DC U), &[B] = {&[V]I UE~}. Then &[@I is a 
base for a uniformity on d not depending on the chosen local basis g. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let ~4 be a pointed convex subcone of X(X) and let %7 
be a local basis of X. 
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(i) If an element U of 93 is star-shaped on 0, then -QI[ U] is star- 
shaped on 0 in Xqj2. 
(ii) For all UE!#‘, &[U] is a union of classes for the equivalence - 
defined on d by 
(A, B)-(A’, B’)oA -T B’=A’ ; B. 
(iii) The uniformity on d with base .ss?[L!J] is such that ? : d* +d is 
a uniformly continuous mapping. 
(iv) If furthermore d includes the range of i,, then 
*: [0, + co [ x d -+ d is a continuous mapping. 
Proof First, let us verify that if (A, B) E S[ U] (U E a) and 
(A’, B’)-(A, B) then (A’, B’) E sZ[ U]. We deduce from 
and 
that 
and 
whence 
AcB;C,BcA;D (c,D~s$,ccU,DcU) 
A -T B’=A’ : B 
A’$AcA’;B-TC=A;B’;C 
B’;BcB’-TA$D=A’;B;D, 
A’cB’ ; C, B’cA’ $ I? 
by Cancellation Law 2.1. 
Let us now prove the continuity of the mapping ?: [0, + cc [ x s&! -+ &‘. 
Given (A,, A,) c [IO, + 00 [ x d and U E 33, there exist a closed balanced 
neighbourhood U’ of 0 in X such that (‘(& + 1)U’ + U’) -c U and then 
a,, E A, and E E 10, l] such that E& c u’. 
For every (A, A) E ([A, - E, ~,+~]n[O,$oo[)x~[C]({A~}) there 
areC,DE&suchthatAcA,+ C, A,cA + D,CcU’, Dcu’. Whence, 
if A>&, 
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and 
thus (1, * &, ,l * A) E s?[ U]. A similar argument holds if A< 1,. 
All other assertions are obvious. 1 
Now, we may construct a vector topology on 8. Keeping the 
former notations, let B[ U] = {A * BI(A, B)Ed[C]} (UE93), 22[sq= 
{B[U] ( UELa}. c onsidering Urbanski [8, Proposition 1.21 we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let JX? be a pointed convex subcone of X(X) including the 
range of ix and let 99 be a local basis of X. Then k?[9#] is a local basis for a 
Hausdorff vector topology on 2. 
The associated vector uniformity @ on J? is such that (JZ#‘, &‘[9?]) be a 
subspace of (a,&). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let d be a pointed convex subcone of X(X) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) for all AEJZZ, -AEd; 
(ii) if A belongs to d, then any subset of A belonging to X(X) 
belongs to d too; 
then the uniform space (d, &[?#I) is a subspace of (X(X), X(X)[B]). Zf 
furthermore X is locally convex, then (&, ZZ’[~]) is also a subspace of 
rw-1, @‘*I. 
Proof The first part of the proposition results from the equality 
between (%(X)[ U]) n 6* = d and &‘[U] for every UE B. The inclusion 
&‘[U] cd is obvious. Conversely, if (A, B) E J@‘* and there are 
C, D E ,X(X) such that 
AcBk, BcA-TD, CcU, DcU, 
then 
AcB? ((A ? (-B))nC), BcA $ ((B -? (-A))nD) 
hence (A, B) E zr’[ U]. 
For the second part of the proposition U is further supposed to be 
closed, balanced and convex, and we show that d[$U] c V* c JZ![ U] 
with I’= {(x, y)~X*jx--ye V}. Indeed, if (A, B)Ez&‘[$U] then A c 
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(B+$U)-cB+$U+$U=B+UandinthesamewayBcA+U,wheny 
(A, B$E V*. If on the * other* hand (A, B) E V*, then B c A + 
((B+ (-A))nU), AcB+ ((A + (-B))nU), so (A,B)E&U. I 
4. COMPLETENESS OF X(X) AND Fi@X) 
LEMMA 4.1. .X(X), YgO(X) and 533(X) are closed in V(X). 
Proof For every balanced neighbourhood U of 0 in X, let 
W, = {(x, y) E X2 I x - y E U}. We consider an element A of the closure of 
Z(X) in %‘(X) and some CI E 10, 1 [. For every neighbourhood U of 0 in X, 
there is a balanced neighbourhood U’ of 0 such that u + U’ + u’ c U and 
then an element B of ,X(X) such that (A, B) E W*,, .
Consequently 
aA+(l-a)Aca(B+U’)+(l-a)(B+U’) 
cB+aU’+(l-a)U’cA+U’+U’+U’ 
cA+U, 
whence aA + (1 - a)A c A = A and A is convex. 
Moreover there is 2 E 10, l] such that IB c U’, thus iA c I(B+ U’) c 
U’ + u’ c U. So A is bounded and belongs to ,X(X). 
Now, let us consider an element C of the closure of 5g0(X) in g(X). 
For every neighbourhood U of 0 in X there are a balanced neighbourhood 
U’ of 0 such that U’ + U’ c U and D E F$YO(X) such that (C, D) E W*,,. For 
some finite subset F of X, DcF+u’ hence CcD+U’cF+U, so 
C E Y%!?,,(X). Finally Y6%(X) = Y$3?,J X) n ,X(X) is closed too. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let d be a pointed convex subcone of ,X(X), closed in 
q(X), and let 98 be a local basis of X. If X is semimetrizable and complete, 
then (d, ~2 [,@I) is metrizable and complete. 
Proof: Let W = {U,) n E fVO} be a countable local basis of X, with U, 
balanced and U, + 1 + U, + 1 c U, (n E f$). Let us consider a Cauchy 
sequence (Ai)i, rplo in (d, &[W]). Replacing it by a subsequence if 
necessary, one may assume (Ai, A i+ 1) E &[ Uj] (i E fVio). There are thus 
two sequences (Ci)is N0, (Di)iE N,, of d such that 
A,cA,+, -T Ci, A,+lcA;; Dj, Cic Ui, Die Ui (iE NO). 
The Cauchy sequence (A,)j, NO of V(X) must converge in g(X) to some 
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L E d (cf. Proposition 1.1). If we denote by *C the summation symbol in 
8, we have, for allp,qENO with l<p<q, 
Consequently for each in N,, (*Ciz<. Ck)j, N0 is a Cauchy sequence in 
S??(X) and has a limit Cl in V(X), belonging to d. The same holds with “D” 
instead of “C.” 
Taking the limit on j in the inclusions 
J--1 
lsi ckcui-1 (l<i<jh 
we get AicL 7 C( and C,!CU~-~, considering the continuity of the 
mapping (A, B) --f A + B of U(X)’ to U(X) and the closedness of 
((A, B) E ‘%?(X)2 1 A c B} in @g(X)‘. In the same way, from the inclusions 
j-l 
D,c uiel (1 <i<j), 
we get LcAif Dip DjcUipl (i>l). SO (Aj,L)~&[Ui-,] (i>l), 
whence the result. 1 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X be a locally convex topological vector space. Then X 
is pseudo-complete if and only if F$?(X) is pseudo-complete. 
Proof: We note all uniformities considered above on rS$(X) coincide, 
taking Lemma 3.3 into account. Then the theorem follows from 
Lemma 4.1, Corollary 1.3 and the closedness of the range of i,. 1 
DEFINITION AND NOTATIONS 
The set of all continuous linear functionals on X is denoted by X’. The 
set of all positively homogeneous functionals on x’ that are continuous for 
the strong topology is denoted by Z(X). The support function of a non- 
empty subset A of X is the mapping 
H,: Y-+)-co, +co] defined by H,(h) = sup h(A). 
If AE~(X), then HA is a convex positively homogeneous functional on 
X’, uniformly continuous .for the strong topology. Furthermore if 
A,BE~(X) and 1~[0, +co[, then H,tB=HA+HB, H,r.=,?H,. So 
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we may define a linear mapping 0 of x3) to x(X) by 
@(A * B) = H, -H, (A, BE x(X)). This mapping 0 is easily found to 
be an isomorphism into s(X) when X is locally convex and x(X) is 
endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on equicontinuous sub- 
sets of X’; whence the equivalence of this approach with that of Hormander 
[S] when X is locally convex. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If X is locally convex and semi-reflexive, then every 
closed bounded subset of ,X(X) is complete. 
Proofi Let U,, U2 be the vector uniformities on X inducing, respec- 
tively, the weak and original topology of X. The vector topology Yi on 
G+??X) deduced from ai is induced by a vector uniformity &( on *TX) 
(i= 1, 2). 
By Lemma 3.3, { V* n .X(X)‘\ VE %i) is a base for a uniformity %; on 
,X(X) such that (,X(X), %:) is a subspace of both (T(X), %T) and 
(xix), 42;) (i” 1, 2). 
If h E X’ let #h be the linear functional on .$??X) defined by 
cj,,(A * B) = @(A * B)(h) = sup h(A) - sup h(B) (A, BE x(X)); dh is con- 
tinuous on (XTX),?,), for d;‘([-1, l])z{A * BJA,BE~?(X), 
AcB+h-‘(I-oo,l]), BcA+h-I(]-w,l])}. A local basis for T-Z 
consistsofthesets(AtBlA,BE~(X),AcB+V,BcA+V},withI/a 
convex neighbourhood of 0 in (X, az). These sets are respectively equal to 
n hcy,sup,,(v)< +d,? (C-sup h(V)> sup h(V)]) and thus closed for Y, 
Then from Bourbaki [2, Chap. I, Sect. 1, Proposition 81, every subset of 
K?) which is complete for @r is complete for 4: too. Let us consider a 
nonempty subset B of ,X(X), closed and bounded in (Z?X), Y*). It is 
readily seen that UB is a bounded subset of X, so the weak closure A of 
U B is weakly compact. By Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 4.1, %(A) n X(X) 
is compact for a’;, hence it is compact in (x7X), Y-,). Finally, B is com- 
plete in (XTX), Y,) as a closed subset of the complete sub- 
set W(A) n Z&(X). 1 
Remark. One could raise the question of the completeness of Z?). 
The answer is negative for X= R” (n > 1) endowed with the standard 
topology. Indeed in this case we have seen that the range s0 of 0 is 
isomorphic to x3), while it is shown in Hiirmander [S, p. 186) that x0 
is dense in Y?(X). Consequently if x3) was complete x0 would be equal 
to x(X). Nevertheless the function f: R” + R: (x, ,..., x,) + (x, . . . x,1 “’ for 
example belongs to s(X) and not to %‘,, (identifying X’ with W), since it 
is not uniformly continuous on R”. 
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